Name:____________________________
Date:__________________
Directions: Separate into groups of 5, each person read the blog posts under one tag
(globalization, maps, global capitalism, externalized costs, or environmental impact) and read
the post associated with each tag. After reading the blog posts work as a group to answer the
following questions.

1) Maps can be very effective, but different __________________ can affect the viewers’
understanding of the map.
2) Some externalized costs of capitalism that affect the environment include
_______________ and _______________.
3) Two ways someone can reduce waste during their day include _____________ and
________________.
4) __________ _________ _______ are a great way to show relative location, while
__________ _________ _______ are a great way to show relative distance.
5) ___________ is the spread of businesses on a international scale. It is seen as a
“double-edged sword” because based on your ___________ it can be viewed as either
a negative or a positive.
6) __________ __________ refers to the rise in average surface temperature. The
_______ ________ _____________ is an agreement adapted by the United Nations
to try and control rising global surface temperatures.
7) Pros to shopping at your local farmers market include: _____________________,
_____________, and _______________.
8) Capitalists __________ costs in order to save money any chance they get.
9) Capitalism has a negative impact on two very important aspects of our lives,
___________ and _________.
10) In 2010,_____________ blamed an accidental invasion of ____________ on Google
Maps.
11) On average g
 lobalization _
 _______ prices and makes some goods _
 ______
attainable.
12) The world temperature is rising _
 ________ more than it can in order to sustain the
planet.
13) Two steps to move towards a zero waste lifestyle are not buying _________________
and also __________________.
14) Those who are the cause of most of the environmental issues are _________ while
those who are dealing with the negative impacts are __________.
15) What is the definition of globalization?

